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EDITORIAL
OK this is the year ender. So the e-zine will talk about
this year’s best gadgets, best ideas and a lot of things
that happened this year. We have also announced this
year’s Person of the Year Award which has gone to Julian Assange. Also packaged inside is the MVDIT TECH
QUIZ.
Ok, so now lets talk about this year. How it went by.
The first half of the year was a dream run. We had a
good deal of e-zines coming regularly. but the second half didn’t go as planned. We had the successful
MVDIT TECH QUIZ this year. And then after the September edition it was almost a halt. It has been almost
three months since a new edition of the e-zine has
been launched. This is partly because of a lot of studies but mostly because of all
the quizzes and other events I have been attending or hosting.
This month we also have got a new writer with us. Ladies and Gentlemen please
welcome Ankur Banerjee! Apart from being an avid quizzer he is also a constant
blogger and a hard core Open Source fan. I hope you all enjoy his column.
This is Vidit Bhargava wishing you a Happy New Year and Happy Reading.
Vidit Bhargava
Editor MVDIT TECH BOOK
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IT Person of the Year

Julian Assange

Vidit Bhargava
Julian Assange. That was the “Buzz” word all over the globe. From a low profile hacker, only
shown in good quizzes as a tough question to a completely household name that was his
transition throught the earth. Born on 3 July 1971 The Whistleblower is primarily the owner
of WikiLeaks.
Assange was born in Queensland, Australia. In 1987, after turning 16, Julian Assange began
hacking under the name “Mendax”. He and two other hackers joined to form a group which
they named the International Subversives.
In response to the hacking, the Australian Federal Police raided his Melbourne home in
1991. He was reported to have accessed computers belonging to an Australian university,
the Canadian telecommunications company Nortel, the USAF 7th Command Group in the
Pentagon and other organisations. In 1992, he pleaded guilty to 24 charges of hacking and
was released on bond for good conduct after being fined a certain 2100 Australian Dollars.
Here is what the prosecutor had to say about him:
“There is just no evidence that there was anything other than sort of intelligent inquisitiveness and the pleasure of being able to—what’s the expression—surf through these various
computers”.
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Wikileaks
WikiLeaks is easily the most important thing that has happened to Julian Assange. In 2006
Wikileaks.org was born. The site claims to have been “founded by Chinese dissidents, journalists, mathematicians and start-up company technologists, from the US, Taiwan, Europe,
Australia and South Africa”. So you see it is a complete misconception that wikileaks is Assange’s creation. There is no formal identification of the Wikileaks but is only represented by
Julian Assange and others since January 2007. Assange describes himself as the member of
the advisory board.
In March 2010, WikiLeaks released a secret 32-page U.S. Department of Defense Counterintelligence Analysis Report written in March 2008 discussing the leaking of material by
WikiLeaks and how it could be deterred. In April, a classified video of the 12 July 2007 Baghdad airstrike was released, showing two Reuters employees being fired at, after the pilots
mistakenly thought the men were carrying weapons, which were in fact cameras. In July,
WikiLeaks released 92,000 documents related to the war in Afghanistan between 2004 and
the end of 2009 to The Guardian, The New York Times and Der Spiegel. The documents detail individual incidents including friendly fire and civilian casualties.
Following on from the leak of information from the Afghan War, in October 2010, around
400,000 documents relating to the Iraq War where released in October. The BBC quoted
The Pentagon referring to the Iraq War Logs as “the largest leak of classified documents in
its history.” Media coverage of the leaked documents focused on claims that the U.S. government had ignored reports of torture by the Iraqi authorities during the period after the
2003 war.
In December 2010. The wikileaks.org domain was killed and just 4 hours later Wikileaks was
up again with a completely new domain. Wikileaks.ch . Now thats what you call determination.
So er.. This is what Wikileaks has been doing throughout the year. The rapid growth in
the visitor levels have been seen throughout 2010. From a mere hacker Julian Assange
had turned into a public figure. Launching leaks one after the other. Ripping (or Opening,
whichever you might love to call!) the US Government through the largest leaks the world
has ever seen. And All this while sitting at home and sipping a coffee in front of his computer. (ER.. That’s not actually true, but Hey it really does sound epic. Ain’t it?).
For all that Assange did this year. The James Bond of Hacking. The Whistleblower, Julian Assange gets the MVDIT I.T. Person of the Year Award.
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The Best of 2010
Top 5 Gadgets of the Year
1. iPad
The Year of tablets belongs only to
one tablet. The iPad. Rocket High Sales,
Unbelievably low prize which even the
Galaxy Tab couldn’t match, Great Aesthatics and iOS 4.2 that’s what makes the
iPad very special. With all its wonderful capabilities. No other tablet could
even reach near to amount of sales iPad
made this year.

2. iPhone 4
This thing does come in the list even if some claim
about the Gorilla Grip of Death being disastrous.
My own experience with the iPhone 4 hasn’t really
yealded such bizzare results. It is a truly amazing
gadget with that insanely brilliant retina display
and iOS 4. It was this year’s best mobile phone I
guess! And suffocating the phone wouldn’t help
create that negative impact!
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3. Playstation Move
This thing does blow the Nintendo Wii Motion Plus out of the water. Motion Gaming
was until now available only at Wii and that
too with very very poor graphics. Playstation
Move comes as an accessory to the PS3 and
at PS3’s graphics you get a whole lot of brilliant Motion Gaming without much technical
problems. Awesome stuff this.
4. Sony Internet TV - Google
Powered
The ultimate change in TV
has arrived. People didn’t
want those ugly set top
boxes hanging around, they
also usually see all their programs on the internet and
they dumped the idiot box.
Google combined Web with
the TV this year. Thanks to
them we can now surf the
web watch web videos and
have the Google Experience
without even having to connect the extra Set Top Box.

5. Microsoft Kinect
The Ultimate Gamers experience. Without
even touching your controller you can make
those vital moves. Kinect is still growing but
for the sheer brilliance of the idea. Kinect gets
the top spot. However it has a lot to learn in
the near future for example the compatibility
with all games, better graphics and lesser lags
and snags.
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The Worst of 2010
Gadgets that didn’t work
1. Microsoft Kin
One of the flops this year. With a
Horrible and buggy UI, exorbitantly
priced data plans and lack of applications. The two Microsoft Kins were so
bad that they had to be put on shelfs
for the major part of the year. Here’s
a Turkey for Microsoft Kin the worst
this year and probably the worst
‘smart phone’ yet to come.
2. Logitech Revue
Sluggish performance, a lot of cables and a
lot cables, incomplete search results, a lot of
cables and a lot cables. That’s the tale of the
much hyped Logitech Revue which was almost
synonimous to Google TV for the major part of
the year. Logitech Revue is a good idea impleted very badly. And a certain flop for now.
Maybe software updates save this sinking ship.
3. Nintendo 3DS
3D on a gaming console. WOW! The world’s just got a
new dimension to play with. But it ain’t no easy job to
pull off such a thing. Imagine yourself wearing those
bulky 3D goggles and playing your games on a 3” inch
screen with horrible graphics. All this and the prize still
makes thing a luxury! I won’t put my money on such a
thing ever.
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4. Blackberry Torch
How is my new BlackBerry? Touch screen and
QWERTY combined. QWERTY still clumsy as
it opens vertically instead of horizontally. The
Screen? The screen is just to bad to support any
extreme graphic oriented stuff. The Businesslike
feel is their but on the other hand ants like the
iPhone are really catching up with those “business
and security standards” while providing extra
stuff and with better Video Conferencing. BlackBerry torch remains only for those old faithful
blackberry fans.

5. iPod Nano
Nano. This thing is really Nano. Nano feels Nano has this tiny touch screen with a tiny OS.
The device is best worn on a wrist and showed of as a wrist watch with excellent music capabilities. But at the same time it is too highly priced to be one of the lot. I’d rather buy a tag
heuer. More over the new iPod Nano sheds a lot of cool things to make way for this new tiny
device.. Which is not very nice..
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Top 10 Retweets on Twitter
Ok Here’s a list of the top 10 most retweets tweets on twitter. Released itself
by them. And guess what most of them are about just as Lame! It is so. But you
might find some really hilarious tweets down here:
10. shitmydadsays - Justin
Don’t focus on the one guy who hates you. You don’t go to the park and set
your picnic down next to the only pile of dog shit.
9. rihanna - Rihanna
Justin Bieber just flashed me his abs in the middle of a restaurant! Wow! He
actually had a lil 6 pack! Sexy, lol! #Beliebersplzdontkillme
8. kanyewest - Kanye West
I’m sorry Taylor
7. ladygaga - Lady Gaga
I’m beautiful in my way, ‘cause God makes no mistakes. I’m on the right track,
baby. I was Born This Way.
6. joejonas - Joe Jonas
I cry because I love Justin Bieber!!!
5. alqaeda - Al-Qaeda
Just noticed Twitter keeps prompting me to “Add a location to your tweets”.
Not falling for that one.
4. justinbieber - Justin Bieber
Te quiero mucho mi amor. (I love you my love.)
3. liltunechi - Lil Wayne
Aaaaaaahhhhhhmmmmm baaaaakkkkkkkkkk!
2. drakkardnoir - Drizzy Drake
We always ignore the ones who adore us, and adore the ones who ignore us.
1. StephenAtHome - Stephen Colbert
In honor of oil-soaked birds, ‘tweets’ are now ‘gurgles.’ http://bit.ly/cIhZNf
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Trending Topics on Twitter
This years most trending topics are here.

Overall Winners!

1.Gulf Oil Spill
2.FIFA World Cup
3.Inception
4.Haiti Earthquake
5.Vuvuzela
6.Apple iPad
7.Google Android
8.Justin Bieber
9.Harry Potter & the Deathly Hallows
10.Pulpo Paul

TECHNOLOGY
Apple iPad
Google Android
Apple iOS
Apple iPhone
Call of Duty Black Ops
New Twitter
HTC
RockMelt
MacBook Air
Google Instant

NEWS EVENTS
Gulf Oil Spill
Haiti Earthquake
Pakistan Floods
Koreas Conflict
Chilean Miners Rescue
Chavez Tas Ponchao
Wikileaks Cablegate
Hurricane Earl
Prince Williams Engagement
World Aids Day

MOVIES

Inception
Harry Potter & The Deathly Hallows
Scott Pilgrim vs. the World
Despicable Me
Karate Kid
The Last Airbender
The Twilight Saga: Eclipse
The Expendables
The Chronicles of Narnia
Paranormal Activity 2

SPORTS
Lebron James
Wimbledon
Manchester United
Brock Lesnar
Celtics
Brett Favre
Tony Parker
Antonio Margarito
Blake Griffin
Mike Vick
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Ankur Banerjee

A quick Note on the Cr-48 Pilot Program

Google’s Chrome OS test pilot programme has generated quite a buzz, with even people
who asked for stickers getting a shiny new Chrome OS notebook to test out. It’s early days
of course – they aren’t selling these Chrome OS tablets until early 2011. I think the crucial
factor to its success would be pricing – is it cheaper than normal netbooks? Google has
‘solved’ the always-on connectivity issue by bundling in a free 100 MB 3G data subscription
from Verizon with the option to buy more in case a user needs it, and the ‘need it’ users certainly will. (100 MB is a pittance of data allowance – I use up more than that on my crappy
Nokia ‘smartphone’ which doesn’t in have the same class of data intensive apps that iPhone
/ Android do.)
Running applications ‘off the cloud’ (storing everything online) is something you can already do on existing netbooks, laptops, desktops – you can even get the same experience
by installing Chrome Web Apps as you’d want on Chrome OS from the Chrome store. So if
a Chrome OS netbook is priced higher or the same as a normal netbook, I don’t see why I
should buy the former.
The touted 10-second bootup speeds that Chrome OS has is not because it’s significantly
better than others, but because it uses a solid state disk rather than a normal hard disk. Try
booting Ubuntu on an SSD system and you’ll get similar startup times. (It’ll be a bit more,
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but come on – isn’t an extra five seconds worth it for having a ‘full’ system?) Chrome OS is
essentially a Linux-based operating system just like Ubuntu, except that they are purposefully blocking access to anything other than your ‘online filesystem’.
This is all moot for the casual user of course – they’ll love it. With Google’s marketing might,
Chrome OS might even be a success in the way netbooks haven’t been. But they’ll potentially open themselves up for anti-trust lawsuits from their competitors. Google has been
able to avoid such allegations till now in the search engine market simply by saying “Users can choose a different search engine anytime they want“. That’s the not the case with
Chrome OS – you have to sign in with a Google account.
When Google’s distributing 60,000 test notebooks at no charge, destroying 25 for this video
must have been approved without so much as eyebrow being raised.
Once you start using Chrome OS at home, you’d be forced to use it at office and other
places too. That easy-sharing of documents with friends and family? Well, that just means
they’ll have to sign up for Google Accounts too to access shared files. Chrome OS simply
leads to a scenario where everything is tightly locked in to Google’s network, with not much
hope of switching. You simply can’t copy your files and shift from Windows to Mac (say) as
you can do with normal computers. If you decide one day to shift to Microsoft Office Web
Apps instead of Google Docs, how do you migrate your data? What if you want to use Skype
instead of Google Voice Chat? Skype doesn’t even have a web app version!
I also don’t buy the argument some tech analysts have made that Chrome OS could be
posturing itself as a cheap IT solution for enterprise use, at the long tail of the usage chain
with adoption as point-of-sale terminals and mobile workforce. IT departments for companies are usually wary of vendor lock-ins, and though Chrome OS may be cheap to deploy I
don’t reckon companies would want to give up complete control in the way that would be
required of them.
With this tight lock, with the user constantly signed in to Google, they have a pretty solid
idea of what you do all the time, not just what you search. They’d want to capitalize on this
rich amount of usage data by trying to serve more targetted advertising. If Google sticks on
to its current vision AND Chrome OS becomes a success, it’s inevitable that their competitors will have a very strong anti-trust case in the courts. Such an anti-trust case could very
well bring Google as we know it close to oblivion, just like what almost happened in United
States vs Microsoft.
Thank you, but no thank you Google. I’ll stick to my netbook which gives me complete freedom to do what I want.
Image Courtesy: Engadget
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The Best of 2010
Ideas that Rocked!
1. Retina Display
The idea of having a display which would
have pixels not visible to the human eye is
quite fantastic. The Retina Display is argubaly
the best display ever created for commercial
use on mobile devices at 326 ppi.
2. Wikileaks
Though the idea is 4 years. Wikileaks as
stated about was on the pinacle of its power
this year. Taking on the worlds largest super
power single handedly Wikileaks is an idea
that has truly turned massively brilliant. A
thousand bows to the creators who are still
unknown.
3. Microsoft Kinect
The idea of making a console without any
controllers is something unique. While the
world was behind motion gaming the big
brains at Microsoft were ready to present
something that the world had not seen before. Something that still mesmarizes us.
The idea is really beutiful even if the product
might have a lot to improve on.
4. Tablets Revamped
The year had a kick start with knocking the
netbooks of the shore with the new iPad.
Now iPad wasn’t the first tablet but it was
certainly a new begining. The iPad opened
the room for tablets with operating systems
which were more comfortable on the tablets.
Rather than the sticking old Windows. and
thus the idea ruled this year!
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The Worst of 2010
Ideas that didn’t work as planned
1. Flash On Mobile
Ok Android was the first to introduce Flash
on Mobile. Flash means a lot of things. Flash
video, Flash Apps and Flash everything. Flash
Also means a lot of battery sucking. So When
users first turned on the Flash systems on
their Nexus 1. They ‘were’ excited. Every website ran on flash. And it was not even clumsy.
But then the disaster struck users saw a very
rapid decline in their batteries. And thus,
Flash on Mobile is an idea which doesn’t
work.
2. iAds
iAds thats it. Apple will blast the mobile advertising out. That
were our thoughts on the iAds which were to come soon. iAds
did come and did go. Out of the around 300 apps that I possess
hardly any has iAd globally. The iAds are not even available to
all countries. And though the idea may be rocking it was hardly
seen or benefitted by many.

4. Ping
Ping the music social network. The social
network which is only social to 23 countries. And that’s why Apple’s ping is a
social network that doesn’t work.

3. Windows Phone 7
The Windows Phone might have been the first to
be on the list of Smart OS but it is surely far from
being good. Windows Phone 7 with its slick new
UI is still half baked. The IE experience is devastating. No Flash. No HTMl5. No Silverlight. That is the
sad story of this device. Also it is as complicated
as the desktop version. Somethings surely not
working here! :)
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MVDIT TECH QUIZ

MVDIT TECH QUIZ
MVDIT TECH QUIZ is back. Though this monthly quiz isn’t for any prizes this time but it is
worth some trivia. Here are twelve questions compiled together. Try to Crack ‘em All!
Vidit Bhargava
Q1. How do we now know the Haloid Photographic Company today?
Q2. There was a certain buzz about Project Titan last month. Some people even thought it
would kill one of Google’s important product. What is Project Titan?
Q3. What was special about the FOMA launch by NTT DoCoMo back in May 2001?
Q4. In December 2010 we saw the first iteration of a certain Countor thing developed by X.
What is X and which device am I talking about.
Q5. This website was founded by University of Virginia alumini Steve Huffman and Alexis
Ohanian in 2005. In 2006, the company merged with another corporation called Infogami,
and called itself “Not A Bug”. The website became an opensource project when Adam
Swartz released the web framework he had created to run the site on his blog. Name the
website.
Q6. This website began in August 2007 from Berlin, with the soul purpose of creating a
better service for musicians to distribute their music. Its current users include A.R. Rahman.
Which website is being talked about which is sometimes called as the Flickr for Audio Sharing.
Q7. Strictly speaking in non-science fictional terms, What is Deep Thought?
Q8. X was inspired by a poem written more than 800 years ago, which compares the search
for a retreating beauty amid chaotic glamour with the search for one’s dream while confronted by life’s many obstacles. What is X?
Q9. If you go to the Honnolulu International Airport and take a bus service to travel between various terminals. What will be the bus’ name and Why is this put in a TECH Quiz?
[Hint: Honolulu is in Hawaii and the buses run at a very slow speed which is quite ironic of the
name]
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Q10. Identify this Person from the world of websites.

Q11. Name his latest venture.
[Hint: Something social]

Q12. Identify the Building

Credit to Utkarsh Bharadwaj for the Q5
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